Level A
Week 2- Weekend Homework Answer Key

Use of English
1) a. A cassette is cheaper than a cd.  b. A T-shirt is more modern than a blouse.  c. A building is higher than a house. d. A plane is faster than a car. e. A sofa is more comfortable than a chair. f. Lisbon is bigger than Oporto.  g. German is more difficult than English.  h. River Targus is longer than River Douro.

2) 1. taller than  2. better  3.the most dangerous  4. a bigger  5.heavier  6.thinner than  7.slower  8.the nicest  9.the best  10.cheaper  11.taller  12.easier  13.nicer than  14.better than  15.the best  16.more dangerous than  17.more serious than  18.smarter than  19.the most expensive  20.the best  21.funnier than  22. larger than

3) Answers may vary.

4) 1. Next summer I am going to go to İzmir to visit my grandparents.  2. Yesterday my friends came to my house to celebrate my birthday.  3. My parents bought a new car to travel for two months with lots of luggage.

Vocabulary
1. a.rent a car  b.stay  c.travel  d.go to  e.have  f.go  g. go on
2. 1.am going to go/ am going to  2.go on  3.had  4.stay  5.rent  6.travel  7. Went

Reading
Text 1
a. 1.farther 2.higher 3.bigger 4.milder 5.more diverse 6.older
c. 1.smaller 2.colder 3.more interesting 4.bigger 5.more cosmopolitan 6.friendlier/ more friendly 7.worse 8.safer
d. 1.NY is older than WP. 2.NY is bigger than WP. 3.NY is more expensive than WP. 4.WP is more polluted than NY. 5.WP is safer than NY. 6.NY is closer to capital than WP.

text 2
a. 1.c  2.g  3.i  4.j  5.a  6.b  7.d  8.e  9.f  10.h
c. 7 Countries (USA, Portugal, Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, India, Australia); 4 Continents
d. 1.c  2.f  3.a  4.b  5.e  6.d
e. 1.1974  2.Because they wanted to transport enough food and water for their walk across the deserts in Iran and Afghanistan. 3.They thought that there were money on the wagon.  4.Because nearly 70% of Australia is desert.  5. Because he had a job in the USA.  6.She travelled 1600 km with him.